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Abstract
Automatic extraction of the index of broadcast streams from radio and television has
become a challenging research topic over the last years. The automatic classification of
audio types, such as speech, music, noises/atypical events etc, has found numerous
applications. In this paper we study the evaluation of different machine learning algorithms,
which have successfully been used in other classification tasks, on the task of classification of
audio broadcast news. The audio classification scheme consists of pre-processing, audio
parameterization with established audio features, and classification to acoustic events. The
experimental evaluation was carried out using the Voice of America broadcast recordings
database for the Greek language. The experimental results indicated that the best
performance, approximately 92% of accuracy, was achieved by the classification scheme
using the boosting technique with decision trees.
Keywords: audio classification, sound recognition, audio broadcast news.

1. Introduction
The development of information and communication technologies (ICT) over the last years
has lead to a rapid increase of the amount of audiovisual data broadcasted over the radio, the
television and the Internet [1, 2, 3 ,4]. Due to this explosive growth of available multimedia
content (e.g. video-on-demand web services), there exist need for technologies that can
automatically process this audiovisual data and extract the corresponding content. In the area
of audio processing, the challenge is the automatic indexing of audio streams, which typically
consist of combinations of overlapping acoustic events, such as speech, music, typical and
atypical noise sounds etc. Thus audio classification architectures are needed for the automatic
segmentation of audio data to acoustic categories of interest [5, 6, 7], in order the
corresponding audio segments to be post-processed by appropriate systems, such as speech
recognizers, speaker recognizers, singer recognizers, song recognizers, music processing
systems for automatic copyrights control etc.
Audio categorization architectures can briefly be analyzed in four parts: the feature
extraction stage, the segmentation stage, the classification stage, and the post-processing stage
[8, 9]. When the incoming audio signal is introduced to the system the feature extraction stage
pre-processes the audio signal and frame blocks it. Using digital signal processing algorithms,
for each frame of audio samples a parametric vector is computed (feature vector). The feature
vector describes the temporal characteristics of the signal. Typically, the frame blocking of
the audio signal is performed using frames of constant length, overlapping to their adjacent
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ones by a constant number of audio samples. The output of this first stage is a sequence of
feature vectors, which are fed to the segmentation stage for further processing.
The estimated sequence of feature vectors is processed by the segmentation stage.
However, in some cases the segmentation and classification are performed together in one
audio processing step. The goal of the segmentation step is to separate the input audio signal
into segments, the content of which will correspond to unique acoustic types, e.g. speech,
silence, music etc. The segmentation is performed under the assumption that audio frames of
the same acoustic type will have similar acoustic characteristics, and thus similar feature
frames. Within the segmentation stage a comparison of the adjacent frames is performed,
usually frame by frame, and results to the division of the original audio signal to a number of
consequent segments, assuming that only one acoustic type exists within each segment. The
estimated sequence of segments will be forwarded to the classification stage. It is expected
that adjacent segments correspond to different acoustic types [10]. There are a number of
architectures and algorithms proposed in the literature. Most of them calculate a distance
between adjacent feature vectors and compare this distance against an experimentally
determined threshold. Such distance metrics are the Euclidean distance, the Bayesian
information criterion (BIC), the Kullback Leibler (KL2) distance, the Hotelling’s T2 statictic
(T2) and the generalized likelihood ratio (GLR) [11, 12, 13]. Other approaches use
probabilistic models to estimate the log-likelihood of the candidate positions of acoustic type
transitions. In those approaches one probability density function (pdf) is used to describe each
acoustic type and the evaluation of them to the incoming audio stream indicates the most
probable among the modeled acoustic types [14]. In order to enhance the segmentation stage,
some approaches include a silence detection module [14, 15]. This module pre-segments the
initial audio signal to silence and non-silence parts and feeds the segmentation algorithm only
with the non-silence parts.
In the literature there is a wide variety of acoustic features used [16, 17]. Depending on the
structure of the architectures, there are two major groups of commonly used features. The
frame-based processing architectures use spectral characteristics [15], while the segmentbased processing architectures mainly use the linear predictive coefficients (LPCs), the melfrequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) and the zero crossing rate (ZCR) [10, 11].
These features are based on extracting coefficients that describe a part of the signal
identity. In the literature there is another point of view for the extraction procedure. Instead of
producing a coefficient, the audio segment is transformed into a key signal. These signals are
unlike to each other depending on the nature of the audio signal and the classification stage
process them as they were symbols on a dictionary [18, 19].
After the feature processing or the segmentation stage the feature vectors that describe the
segments are introduced to the classification stage. There is a wide variety of classifiers in the
literature for sound recognition of audio broadcast news. Some of the most commonly used
classification algorithms are the support vector machines (SVMs), the Gaussian mixture
models (GMMs), the hidden Markov models (HMMs), the artificial neural networks (ANNs)
and fuzzy logic (FL) techniques [15, 20, 21, 22, 23]. The selection of the appropriate
classification algorithm is crucial for the overall performance of the audio classification
system, both for architectures where segmentation and classification are performed separately
or simultaneously within the same stage. The selection of the appropriate classification
algorithm can be based on the type of existing acoustic events in the broadcasts of interest as
well as on parameters like the time efficiency and the necessary ability for multitasking [15,
24] or the ability to process real time data without knowing the nature of upcoming sound
sources [21].
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The smoothing stage is optionally interpolated after the classification stage. In some cases
the classifier creates regions of data of one class with too small duration and different
categorization from the adjacent regions, e.g. the previous and next region, which could be of
the same or different acoustic type. Such detected occurrences of acoustic types of very short
duration, e.g. of one second, may correspond to false detections. For this reason smoothing
decision rules are typically applied in order to refine the estimated acoustic classification [15,
25].
In this article we study the classification performance of a number of powerful machine
learning algorithms, which are widely used in other classification applications. The evaluated
scheme is performing classification of the oncoming broadcast audio stream in frame level.
The structure of the article is organized as follows. In section 2 we offer a detailed description
of the architecture of the scheme which was evaluated. Section 3 describes the experimental
protocol that was followed, the broadcast news database and the classification algorithms that
were used. In section 4 we present the experimental results of the evaluation. Finally, in
section 5 the conclusions of this work are discussed.

2. Scheme Architecture Description
This section provides detailed description of the architectural scheme utilized in the present
evaluation. The block diagram of the scheme used for audio classification of broadcast news
is shown in Figure 1. The audio classification scheme can briefly be divided in two stages. In
the first stage the incoming broadcast audio stream is pre-processed and parameterized, while
in the second stage the parametric vectors are processed by an acoustic type classification
module. The classified to acoustic categories audio frame fragments are forwarded for postprocessing to other modules/systems.
In the first stage, the samples of the audio broadcast stream are frame blocked to
overlapping frames of constant length, using constant time shifting. The corresponding
frames will afterwards be processed by short-time frequency-domain and/or time-domain
algorithms in order one feature vector for each frame of audio samples to be constructed. This
procedure, which is typical in speech and audio processing, is essential in order to reduce the
amount of information that the frames carry in the next stage. The overlapping of the adjacent
frames allows the smooth capturing of potential short-time acoustic events. Each of the
parametric techniques which are used by the parameterization module will estimate one
feature sub-vector for every audio frame and the concatenation of all sub-vectors will result to
one total feature vector for each of the processed audio frames. Thus, the output of the first
stage will constitute of a sequence of feature vectors (output of the parameterization
component in Figure 1) representing the time-varying acoustic characteristics of the input
audio broadcast signal.
In the second stage of the present scheme, the sequence of feature vectors (i.e. the
unknown or test audio data) will be processed in order to compute the corresponding audio
classification estimations. In particular, each feature vector describing the acoustic
characteristics of the corresponding audio frame will be feed to the classification algorithm
utilized by the audio classification component. The classification algorithm will decide the
sound category (e.g. speech, silence, music, etc) in which every frame belongs to, utilizing a
number of pre-trained sound models, as illustrated in Figure 1. For the construction of the
sound models, one for each audio category of interest, a sufficient amount of training audio
data for each of these categories is used. The training data are used to estimate the parameters
of the classification algorithm and build the corresponding sound models (e.g. speech model,
silence model, music model, etc). During the operational phase, for each feature vector of the
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test audio data a confidence score to belong to each of the sound models will be produced and
the corresponding feature vector will be labeled with the sound category the model of which
offered the maximum confidence score.
The output of the acoustic type classification, i.e. the estimated sound identity of each
audio frame, can further be post-processed. Depending on the type of the recognized sound,
the corresponding audio frames can be processed by other modules/systems for different
applications, i.e. speech parts can be processed by speech/speaker recognizers, music parts
can be processed by music category recognizers etc.

Figure 1: Block diagram of the scheme for audio classification of broadcast news.
The modular architecture of the above described evaluated scheme offers independence
between the feature extraction process and the classification process, i.e. the length and time
shift of the audio frames as well as the parametric techniques that are utilized are configurable
and the classification algorithm can process them using sound models trained with similarly
configured data. On the other hand different classification algorithms can be utilized
regardless of the feature vector. The utilization of the appropriate audio parameters and the
appropriate machine learning classification algorithm are of major importance for the
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accuracy of automatic indexing of audio broadcast streams. In the present work we utilize a
set of well known and widely used audio parameters, which are described in section 3, and
focus on the examination of the audio classification performance for different classification
algorithms.

3. Experimental Setup
In this section the experimental protocol followed in the evaluation of the audio
classification scheme is described. In particular, the evaluated audio data, the audio
parameterization techniques and the machine learning algorithms that were used are
presented.
3.1.

Broadcast News Database

The evaluation of the performance of the audio categorization scheme for different
classification algorithms was carried out using recordings of the Voice of America (VOA)
radio broadcast news [26] for the Greek language. The Greek VOA newscasts data consists of
files with broadcast audio streaming recordings of twelve minutes duration. The recordings
include speech in the Greek language from different male and female speakers (broadcasters,
reporters, interviewees, etc), different kinds of music, human and non-human noises as well
as simultaneous presence (overlapping) of speech and music. The broadcasts are in broadband
quality, while some telephone quality speech parts from reporters-correspondents exist in the
audio recordings. All recordings are stored in mu-law compressed single-channel audio files
with sampling frequency 8 kHz and resolution analysis 8-bits.
For the evaluation of the audio classification scheme part of the Greek data, which were
distributed by NIST during the 2009 Language Recognition Evaluation were selected [27]. In
detail, we used 100 audio recording files of the Greek VOA, which were manually annotated
by engineer expert in audio processing. The annotation was performed with the utilization of
Praat [28] software tool. The manually produced annotations consist of time-aligned marking
of the sound events that appear in each recording file. The sound events that were adopted in
the present study are: (i) speech, (ii) music, (iii) silence, (iv) noises, (v) speech and music. As
considers the speech sound type, it consists of the voices of native Greek speakers (both
single and multiple speakers at each time). The music category included mainly instrumental
songs of different music kinds. Parts of the recordings without the presence of speech or
music were labeled as silence, while interfering noises constituted another sound category.
Finally, a sound category with the presence of both speech and music was labeled.
3.2.

Audio Parameterization

The audio recordings of the Greek VOA audio data were parameterized using both timedomain and frequency-domain features. In particular, each audio file was blocked to
overlapping frames of 20 milliseconds length and 10 milliseconds time shift. For each frame
of samples a number of parameterization algorithms were applied in order to extract the
corresponding audio features. The features used in the present evaluation were (i) the 12 first
Mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) [29], (ii) the energy, (iii) the zero-crossing rate
(ZCR), (iv) the voicing probability, (v) the fundamental frequency (F0) and (vi) the F0
contour envelope. These features [26] have been used in the literature for the speech
recognition [31], speech/music discrimination and audio segmentation tasks [32]. The
computed for each frame audio parameters were concatenated in a single feature vector,
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1×18, in order to be used by the audio classification module. The audio parameterization
procedure is illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Construction of feature vectors from the audio broadcast signal.

3.3.

Classification Algorithms

The audio classification scheme, presented in section 2, was evaluated using different
machine learning algorithms. In detail, we used a two-layered back-propagation multilayer
perceptron neural network (MLP) [33], a naïve Bayes classifier [34], a support vector
classifier with radial basis function kernel utilizing the sequential minimal optimization
algorithm (SVM) [35], a k-nearest neighbour classifier (IBk) [36] and a C4.5 decision tree
learner (J48) [37]. Except these, we employed one bagging algorithm, using fast tree learner
with reduced error pruning (REPTree) [38]. Finally, a boosting algorithm combined with J48
decision trees (Adaboost.M1.J48) [39] was used. For the evaluation of these classification
algorithms we relied on their implementation in the WEKA machine learning toolkit [40].
In order to ensure the reliability of our experimental results we performed ten-fold cross
validation experimentations, using ninety percent of the data for training and ten percent for
testing during each fold. Thus, there was no overlapping between the training and test data for
any of the performed experiments.

4. Experimental Results
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The audio classification scheme presented in section 2 was evaluated under the
experimental protocol described in section 3. In this section we present the experimental
results of the evaluation. All classification algorithms were evaluated utilizing the audio
features described in section 3 on the same evaluation data. The performance of each
classification algorithm on the task of audio categorization of radio broadcasts was evaluated
by estimating the percentage of the audio frames which were correctly recognized. As ground
truth for the sound identity of each frame we adopted the manual annotations of the VOA
recordings. The audio categorization performance for each of the evaluated classification
algorithms is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Audio categorization performance results, in percentages, for each of the
seven evaluated classification algorithms.
Method
Naïve Bayes
SMO-SVM
MLP
IBk
J48
Bagging (REP Trees)
AdaBoost.M1 (J48)

Accuracy (%)
70.38
72.49
83.63
86.80
88.07
88.80
91.82

As can be seen in Table 1, the best performance, 91.82%, was achieved by the boosting
algorithm combined with decision trees (AdaBoost.M1-J48). The best performing
AdaBoost.M1 (J48) was followed by the bagging algorithm, using fast tree learner with
reduced error pruning (Bagging REP Trees), which achieved overall audio classification
accuracy of 88.80%. The two meta-classifiers were followed in terms of accuracy ranking by
the decision tree J48 with 88.07%, the IBk algorithm with accuracy 86.80%, the MLP neural
networks with 83.63%, the SMO support vector machines by 72.49% and the Naïve Bayes
algorithm with 70.38%. The superior performance of the meta-classifiers is mainly owed to
the ability of them to create more stable and accurate learners, using the existing classifiers by
random redistribution of the training data (bagging) or combination of weak learners to build
strong ones (boosting) [40]. Particularly, the combination of meta-classification techniques
with a well-performing on the specific task algorithm, such as the J48 decision tree, increases
significantly the performance (91.82%). On the other hand, support vector machines did not
show competitive performance probably, since they do not suffer from the curse of
dimensionality and thus are advantageous when processing large length feature vectors.
However, the present feature vectors’ size is limited to 1×18, since we utilized established
audio descriptors [30, 31, 32]. It is worth mentioning that the above reported performance
depends also on the audio data characteristics that were evaluated, as well as on the five
sound categories that have been adopted.
It is interesting to evaluate the audio categorization performance in terms of pairs of sound
categories, in order to examine the degree of misclassification between pairs of sound types.
In Table 2, we present the confusion matrix of the best, in average, performing boosting
algorithm combined with decision trees (AdaBoost.M1-J48). The confusion matrix shows for
each of the adopted sound categories (rows in Table 2) the percentage of the audio data of
radio broadcast streams that were classified to each sound category (columns in Table 2). The
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cells that correspond to the correctly classified audio frames are highlighted in grey. The cells
highlighted in bold correspond to the sound type that introduced the maximum classification
error to each sound category.
As can be seen in Table 2, the sound category that was most difficult to be classified was
the simultaneous presence of music and speech, which was classified correctly 83.50% of the
times. On the other hand, silence sound category was classified correctly 98.67% of the times
it was found. The maximum classification errors of the audio frames are distributed as
follows. Music sound category was recognized as music and speech by 2.19%. Music and
speech sound type was classified as music by 2.66% and as speech by 12.28%. Speech was
classified as speech and music by 9.38%. Finally, noise category was classified as speech by
3.21% and as music and speech by 1.02%.

Table 2. Confusion matrix of the audio categorization performance results, in percentages, for
each of the adopted sound categories for the best performing AdaBoost.M1 (J48) algorithm.

Input

Recognized as Silence
(%)

Music
(%)

Music &
Speech (%)

Speech
(%)

Noise
(%)

98.67
00.70
00.00
00.00
00.86

00.70
96.64
02.66
00.16
00.55

00.00
02.19
83.50
09.38
01.02

00.00
00.08
12.28
85.93
03.21

00.63
00.39
01.56
04.53
94.37

Silence
Music
Music & Speech
Speech
Noise

The above results clearly indicate the difficulty in the task of speech-music discrimination
from audio data, which is in agreement with other related studies [15]. In the environment of
radio broadcast audio streaming the presence of speech from broadcasters and music at the
same time is not rare, thus making the specific task more challenging. To resolve this
difficulty, speech and music can be considered as one sound class and further be processed by
classifiers dedicated to speech/music discrimination. Moreover, the presence of non constant
number of speakers speaking simultaneously makes the task even more complicated. In the
VOA radio broadcast audio data, the boosting algorithm combined with decision trees
(AdaBoost.M1-J48) offered a classification accuracy of more than 90% for the three classes:
music, speech, music and speech. The performance of the audio categorization stage will
directly affect the performance of the post-processing modules, i.e. the speech recognition
engine, which should process purely speech data since introduction of non-speech data would
result to reduction of the word recognition rate.

5. Conclusions
Automatic audio classification of radio broadcast streaming has become a research area of
great interest over the last years. The availability of enormous amounts of multimedia data in
combination with the need for automatic processing of them for tasks, such as speech
transcription extraction, speaker change detection, scene change detection etc, widows the
development of accurate architectures/algorithms for automatic audio categorization very
important.
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In this article we presented a scheme for automatic categorization of radio broadcast data
of the Voice of America database for the Greek language. The scheme utilizes a common set
of pre-processing and parameterization modules, utilizing well known and widely used
acoustic parameters. The audio classification module was evaluated using a number of
classification algorithms, which have successfully been used in other machine learning
applications. The experimental results showed that the meta-classification algorithms that
were evaluated here achieved higher classification scores than all the other classification
techniques. In particular, the boosting algorithm combined with decision trees
(AdaBoost.M1-J48) achieved approximately 92% accuracy, when categorizing the radio
broadcast data among the classes: speech, silence, music, speech and music, noise. The
analysis of the experimental results per sound category showed that the simultaneous
existence of speech and music significantly drops the audio classification performance. The
utilization of the appropriate, in terms of audio classification accuracy, machine learning
algorithm will affect the overall performance of the broadcast audio processing and it’s subproducts, i.e. speech transcribers, speaker diarization, sound event detection etc.
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